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RESEARCHMOTIVATION
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• COVID-19 shock has negatively affected on all global economic sectors (Carletti et al.,

2020);

• The pandemic creates a significant challenge for the survival small and medium sized

enterprises (Guoet al., 2020);

• In order to survive firms are forced to interact with crisis environment and chose

adequate strategiesasaresponse;

• We suppose that organizations have identities (Albert and Whetten, 1985; Ashforth and

Mael, 1989) which influence on choosing the strategic response during the crisis (Meyer,

1982;Miles andCameron,1982);

• It is expected that organizational identity is helpful concept to tackle serious issues that

represent significant challenges to the company during the crisis (van Rekom and van

Riel, 2000).

Research question: Howdoes the organizational identity relate toSMEs’choice of strategic

responseto crisis?



THEORETICALFRAMEWORK
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TheconceptofSME’sstrategic responses to crisis (Miles et al., 1978):

a) Proactive:anorientation towardadaptation to changingenvironmental conditions;

b) Reactive:anorientation towardcost reduction objectives.

The concept of organizational identity is a “collective set of shared beliefs about

the  central, distinctive, andenduring features of anorganization” (Albert andWhetten

1985):

a) Utilitarian: anorientation towardeconomicproduction;

b) Normative:anorientation toward ideological andsocial values;

c) Dual: acombination of Utilitarian andNormative identities.



DATAANDMETHODOLOGY
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Methodology:multiple casestudy using a longitudinal researchdesign (Yin, 1989).

Periodofdatacollection:

• 1-st wave- spring2020

• 2-ndwave- winter 2021

Thedatawastakenfrom:

• Interviewsof founders and top managersof 9 firms fromdifferent spheresof business.

3 firms with reactive strategic responses, 3 firms with proactive strategies, and 3 firms that 

switched fromareactive to proactive strategic response.

• External opensources (companies’social networksaccounts, websites, documentsetc.).



CASES’DESCRIPTION
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LINKINGORGANIZATIONALIDENTITYANDSTRATEGIC  

RESPONSESTOCRISIS: THEKEYMECHANISM
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FINDINGS
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Firmswith utilitarian organizational identity chooseproactive strategic responses.

• Utilitarian-based companiesaremore focusedon the humancapital, namely the 

knowledge,competencies,andskills of employees;

• TheCOVID-19pandemic is anopportunity for themto strengthenorganizational 

competencies throughstaff replacementwith morequalified employees;

• Utilitarian-based companies realize that strategic changescall for a renewalof firm 

knowledgeandcompetenciesor the reconfigurationof the organizational capital.



FINDINGS
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Firmswith normativeorganizational identity implement reactive strategic responses.

• Firmswith normativeorganizational identity heavily rely onsocial capital;

• Firmsare focusedondefending the level of trust gained fromemployees,customers, and 

suppliersbefore the crisis;

• Leadersof normative-based firms confirm that peopleandrelationshipsaresupportive 

under the crisis context;

• Themaintenanceof social capital also deflects organizationalattention fromthe need to 

reconfigure the organizational capital.



FINDINGS
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Enterprises with dual organizational identity adoptasequential approach to strategic 

responses.

• Firmswith dual organizational identity concentrateonorganizational capital that in turn is 

knownto bebuilt onbothhumanandsocial capital;

• First, they showthe freezingbehavior, trying to scan the external environment, calculating 

possible scenarios for action, or introducinganti-crisis measuresdevelopedthrough their 

earlier crisis experience;

• Theyspendtime to prepare the organizational capital for strategic transformation,which 

is their next step.



THEORETICALCONTRIBUTIONS
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• We address the call for more research on strategy-making under crisis and
internal determinants of this process (Wenzel, Stanske, & Lieberman,
2020);

• We also add to the organizational adaptation theory. Our findings are
supported by the research stream on organizational flexibility and
adaptation (Best et al., 2021; Weerawardena et al., 2021);

• We add to research on crisis perception by top managers (König, Graf-
Vlachy, & Schöberl, 2021; Shimizu, 2007).



PRACTICALIMPLICATIONS
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• Depending on the degree of organizational identification, founders might assess their

readiness to resist the crisis or revise existing arrangements and policies to offer a better

fit with aparticular typeof response;

• Top managers may develop a clearer understanding of the importance of organizational

capabilities for adoptingaproactive response in times of adversity.
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